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BD Campaign Goal
To bring behavioral shift in associates through internalizing positive character 
traits and putting them into action

“A person can internalize their expressible 
thoughts and employ such ideas to modify 
human behavior.” 
― Kilroy J. Oldster, Dead Toad Scrolls

https://www.goodreads.com/work/quotes/51850408


We started with asking some initial 
questions..

• How can you become more candid?
• How can you share feedback 

fearlessly?
• What will enable you to be a risk-

taker and voice over your problems?

Survey conducted in 2018 – Voice of BD Associates (VoA)



And we realised

Fear of negative 
consequences

Don’t get into the bad books of 
the inner circle

BD culture

Lack of “safe channel” to 
provide feedback

Leadership capabilities to 
deal with feedback Constructive 

challenge not 
enabled

Lack of trust

Boomerang 
effect

Directive leadership 

Lack of action

2300 out of 8768 were not satisfied with the current employer 
employee engagement culture

The more we heard, the more it stood out that the problem was serious, and it 
needed some strategic effort!



Thus, we started our journey to shape and 
steer solutions in the right direction



We worked hand in hand with BD leadership &
mutually agreed that following was the need of the hour:

u Fostering Positive Leadership Behaviors:
Reinforce and improve communication and soft 
skills to make associates feel safer in providing 
feedback

u Creating an Enabling Environment: Create the 
right environment and culture to encourage 
engagement for all associates



FEAR OF 
FAILURE

RISK TAKING FEEDBACK

We identified 3 Prime Areas of Improvement

..keeping in mind the overarching 
purpose in the existing BD culture



The VoA Survey was pivotal, as it helped us to 
understand what was required:

We need to create an 
environment of trust 

Have leaders who 
associates feel 
comfortable 
approaching

We need to be receptive 
to feedback, making 
people feel that they’re 
heard

Mitigate the fear of 
failure



• How can we create a more inclusive 
environment? 

• How do we create an enabling 
environment for constructive feedback 
and honest conversations?

• How can we create a psychologically 
safe environment to give feedback?

We went deeper into the bottom of the issue and 
asked the next set of questions..



We brainstormed and created avatars that 
were about to Unleash the Power of People

FEARLESS CANDID RISK HERO

3 AVATARS 
That were to become the “Change Enablers” 



“The concept of the distinctive avatars for our three culture 
improvement themes has been a master-stroke that has enabled 
us to simplify the messaging and continually reinforce it with 
associates across the region” 

- David Cape
Vice President, R&D, Greater Asia (BD)



Let’s unveil the birth story of our AVATARS, each with its own 
sash!



Let’s unveil the birth story of our AVATARS, each with its own 
sash!



Each character is created with an archetypal spirit. The personal that calls forth the quality 

and behavioral change in BD employees were the source of these animated personalities. We 

identified 3 animals that mimicked the desired persona and witfully developed personalities 

from a Dolphin, Bear and Honeybee. We then gave each personality a name to tag with, 

another reinforcement of the desired behavior. Now its time to meet Candy, Ferro and Ray,

yes, these are our dynamic avatars.

Candid CandyFearless FerroRay the Risk-Hero

We created a concept and nomenclatured’ the OFP caricatures



u Honesty begins in the heart and ends in a voice.

u Be candid. It’s a unique power that lets you speak your mind. Especially, 
when you know that the act of being candid comes trimmed of all 
judgments and biases. So, go ahead, ask questions, raise concerns, seek 
guidance.

Meet our cute, Candid Candy

CANDID CANDY is dressed in white, the color of harmony, respect and 
honesty. She is approachable and open to diverse opinions, sharing her 
thoughts in a respectful yet constructive manner.
Honeybee: Masterful, Responsive, Constructive



u The baggage of fear slows down the trek. 

u Be fearless. Drop the baggage, pick the pace. Don’t let something wrong go on, 
confront it in the right and appropriate manner. The power of fearlessness is a 
unique way to express yourself and act accordingly. So, be bold, go bold. 

Meet our strong, Fearless Ferro

Fearless Ferro is dressed in green, the color of growth. He is bold and 
smart. He is constantly testing his limits through not settling for the 
norm and challenging himself to expanding his potential.
Bear: Powerful, Direct, Outgoing 



u Some risks are opportunities in disguise

u Be a risk-hero. It’s the power that lets us low down our defenses so that we 
can embrace opportunities. Fear of failure shouldn’t stop us from 
harnessing the power of taking informed and calculative risks.

Meet our dashing, Ray the Risk-Hero

Ray the Risk-Hero is dressed in red, the color of action. He is a man of 
purpose and action, who is not afraid of changes. He thrives on 
innovation and collaboration – constantly exploring new ways of 
working to gain success. 
Dolphin: Enthusiastic, Creative, Engaging



We gave Power Back to the People

Be CANDID. 

Be FEARLESS.

Be a RISK-HERO.



Engagement Portfolio
• Monthly e-Bulletins
• Yammer Chat Engagements
• Comic Strips
• Skits
• Festive e-Cards



u The 3 characters were worked into each monthly 
bulletin stories, incorporating their personality 
and bringing forth the behavioral change through 
clever comic scripting. This was distributed via 
monthly e-Bulletins in email form. 

u Bulletins emphasised on BD employee best 
practices and played down on acting as a 
‘tracker’ for reporting workstream progress

u The Newsletter showcased BD associates as 
change enablers projecting a positive light on 
making a shift.

u Some of the most inspiring stories from Maxwell 
were featured in the e-Bulletin

• Monthly e-Bulletins



November 2019 Newsletter January 2020 NewsletterDecember 2019 Newsletter



Reader’s Feedback(e-Bulletin)

“In the e-Bulletin, messages from the leaderships are very impressive, 
encouraging and motivating” 

– Balaji, Senior Staff Scientist

“The e-Bulletin gives some idea about the leader initiatives towards 
constructive challenge & taking risk” 

- Mohan, R&D Staff Engineer



How the initiative brought transformation in 
associate behaviors

“When we recalibrate equipment, then we would take the risk of the equipment 
failure. But we cannot stop to recalibrate equipment because of the risk.”
- Lin Jiang Li, Technical Specialist

“One example is related to a questionable test procedure which has been used for the past few 
years. Feedback was given to my superior to improve the repeatability for the test. The 
feedback was taken, and the test procedure was updated accordingly.”

– Jerome, R&D Senior Engineer

“Yes I gave my feedback to my associates and my teammates. I think I can still improvise on this 
feedback mechanism need to my superior.”

- Mohan, R&D Staff Engineer



“Would be good for them to organize a talk or a classroom workshop, where people 
can participate in person and raise better awareness and appreciation of risk-taking 
mentality. Email is sort of limiting this kind of interaction.”

– Mae Ann, Senior Quality Engineer

“I really hope the leader can be more flexible when they are met with challenges instead of 
pushing and blaming other parties. They should accept the mistake they have made and correct it. 
Since we are all in the team shouldn’t we try to resolve the matter in positive manner instead of 
treating it in negative way.”

– Xiao Yan, Senior Technical Specialist

“In the 1980s, Apple has a satirical award given to "the person who did the best job of standing up to 
Jobs”. (Steve Jobs was aware of the award and liked it.). Perhaps we can have one such award to 
associates who are candid, fearless and are a risk-taker.”

– Jerome, R&D Staff Engineer

How the initiative brought transformation in 
associate behaviors



SKIT



BD Associates in Action



Enacting the 3 AVATARS 



Impressive skit on the AVATAR personas by BD associates –
Conceptualized and scripted by SPAG



Yammer Chat Engagements



From zero conversation and presence, 
we have been successful in starting 
numerous engagements on Yammer Chat 
in BD



Comic Strip



In alignment with the monthly theme, the e-bulletin was developed. Each 

bulletin has unique comic strips exclusively designed and scripted by SPAG 

team. These story lines made the personas more relatable to BD employees. 

Clever scripting and creative illustration brought alive the characters that 

demonstrated Ideal situations in:

u Handling Risks

u Giving Feedback 

u Taking a bold step



Sample comic strip on Risk- Taking Theme



Reader’s Feedback (e-Bulletin)

“Great storytelling using the 3 avatars to inculcate our three culture 
improvement themes across the region with BD employees. Visuals, 
simplistic messaging and relatability is the key today, this concept nailed 
it.” 

– Neena Bhaskar, Talent Acquisition, Centre of Excellence, Greater Asia (BD)



Festive E-cards
• Christmas & New Year Gifs
• Chinese New Year Gifs



CHRISTMAS



NEW YEAR



CHINESE NEW YEAR GIF



SPAG continues to work in partnership with BD in employee engagement and 
management. The on-going campaign is only getting more exciting in 2020.


